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TA B L E  O F  C O N T E N T S

This report is one in a series of policy focus
reports published by the Lincoln Institute of
Land Policy to address timely public policy
issues relating to land use, land markets and
property taxation. Each report is designed to
bridge the gap between theory and practice
by combining research findings, case studies
and contributions from scholars in a variety
of academic disciplines and from professional
practitioners, local officials and citizens in
different types of communities.

Exploring Ad Hoc Regionalism is based in part
on a forum, convened on April 17 and 18,
2001, at the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The forum
brought together selected representatives of
regional organizations across the United
States to participate in a series of informal
discussions, led by Douglas Porter and 
Allan Wallis, that allowed participants to trade
information and convey observations on 
lessons learned from their varied experiences
with innovative approaches to regionalism.
To open the discussions, representatives 
from four regions—Cleveland; Santa Ana,
California; Southeastern Massachusetts; 
and the New Jersey Highlands—described 
the purpose and work of their groups. 
Case studies on these regions, along with 
descriptions of other participating regions,
are included in this report.

The goals of the forum were simply to try to
understand how these ad hoc efforts had
emerged, how those involved defined their
region, what factors drove the programs,
what they were accomplishing, how well they
were succeeding, and how they saw their own
future. (Could they or did they even want 
to be sustained?) This report summarizes the
discussion at the forum and closes with an
attempt to draw some lessons learned, to
help inform efforts around the country that
are struggling to develop greater governance
capacity to address regional challenges.
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All rights reserved. No part of this report may be reproduced in any form by electronic 
or mechanical means (including photocopying, recording, or information storage and
retrieval) without permission in writing from the publisher.
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E X E C U T I V E
Summary

A growing number of urban challenges—ranging from threats of environmental degradation and sprawl,

to social and fiscal disparity, to economic transformation and globalization—call for action at a regional

scale. But regions in the United States largely lack governance capacity to formulate and execute plans

to respond to these challenges.

Today we are in an era of invention or experimentation aimed at developing the governance capacity 

to address regional challenges. Some of these experiments rely on augmenting existing government

institutions—Councils of Government, Regional Planning Councils, and the like. But more often they

involve interest groups from multiple sectors—public, private and nonprofit—operating in loose-knit,

collaborative relations. We have used the name ad hoc regionalism to refer to this amorphous collection of

governance experiments.

A forum on ad hoc regionalism was held at the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy on April 17 and 18, 2001.

It brought together a group of practitioners, advocates and academics to share information about some

promising experiments. Discussion focused on a set of common issues that ad hoc efforts must address.

Defining the region. To act regionally requires a way of defining the geographic area of interest.

Some approaches to identifying a region are based on a sense of place, others on the key functional

issue to be addressed (e.g., watershed drainage), and still others on a combination of factors forming

an identity matrix.

Understanding the driving forces. Mobilizing to act regionally occurs in response to different

kinds of driving forces. Sometimes mobilization arises in response to an immediate crisis (e.g., a

flood or pollution of a major water resource). At other times it is a reaction to a perceived threat,

such as loss of a region’s economic base or the disappearance of major open space resources. 

But driving forces can also take the form of responding to opportunities, such as going after new

economic prospects.

Identifying capacities to ensure success. Not all regions are equally well positioned to address

regional driving forces. Several kinds of capacity seem to be important to ensuring success. These

include leadership, institutional, fiscal, technical and civic capacity.
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Determining strategic handles for action. In responding to the

driving forces mobilizing regional action, ad hoc efforts need to

determine how to act strategically with their available capacity. If 

crisis is the driver, then the strategic handle for action typically consists

of a clear response to that crisis. If the driver is not as immediate

and pressing, the strategic handle may focus on building regional

identity and developing awareness of a threat or opportunity.

Sustaining action. Ad hoc regional efforts often begin mobilizing for action by focusing on an 

opportunistic strategic handle. But if they want to continue their work, they try to develop a sequence

of activities that build and sustain momentum. For example, a planning effort that began in response

to an immediate crisis may evolve into a collaborative, longer-term planning initiative.

Sustaining organization. Mobilizing at a regional scale often requires considerable organizational

effort. If participating organizations want to sustain and advance their activities, they must 

simultaneously consider how they can maintain and enhance organizational arrangements for

action. In some cases, after a mobilizing crisis has passed, motivation to sustain an ad hoc 
arrangement dissipates with it. But in other cases, ad hoc structures can be institutionalized, for

example, by establishing a new nonprofit to address regional issues as its central focus.

As some of the experiments in ad hoc regionalism discussed at the forum become more widespread, will

they give rise to new common institutionalized forms of governance? It’s clearly still too early to tell, but

the forum aimed to raise awareness of these efforts. Meanwhile, ad hoc regional organizations are proving

that they can make a difference in attracting attention to and providing solutions for regionwide issues.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Benjamin Franklin observed that necessity is the

mother of invention. As he practiced it, invention

was largely a trial-and-error process examining

many alternatives, some of which proved to be

dead ends and others successes. As a keen

observer of governance structures, Franklin

would probably be impressed by the current wave

of inventions springing up across the U.S. to

address a broad variety of challenges at the

regional scale. These challenges range from urban

sprawl and environmental degradation, to growing

social and economic disparity, to economic 

transformation and global competitiveness.

Significantly, the kinds of governance inventions

developing in response to these challenges have

been forming outside of, or parallel to, established

channels of regional government (e.g., Councils

of Governments (COGs), Regional Planning

Councils (RPCs) and Metropolitan Planning

Organizations (MPOs)). They often involve interests

from more than one sector operating in loose-

knit, collaborative arrangements. Some of these

efforts emerge in response to an immediate and

focused crisis, while others aim to gradually build

awareness of regional identity and foster a capacity

for regional action. We have given the name 

ad hoc regionalism to this amorphous collection 

of inventions.

Over 80 percent of Americans live in metropolitan

areas, most of which are beset by regionwide

growth issues. Increasing economic and social

disparities among communities, traffic congestion,

school overcrowding, loss of valued natural features,

and degradation of environmental quality present

problems that transcend the boundaries of local

jurisdictions. Meanwhile, it is increasingly apparent

that to remain competitive in the global economy,

metropolitan areas must provide desirable and

functional living and working environments.

In the early years of the twentieth century, political

reformers paid a great deal of attention to the value

of regional approaches to guiding metropolitan

development. Their enthusiasm led to the creation

of a number of regional planning organizations,

state planning commissions, and multistate 

river basin commissions during the 1920s and

especially during the New Deal years of the 1930s. 

Lewis Mumford, in The Culture of Cities, boldly

extrapolated these activities as a new political

agenda: “The re-animation and rebuilding of

regions as deliberate works of collective art is the

grand task of politics for the coming generation”

(Mumford 1938, 316).

In the period of rapid urban growth following

World War II, the federal and state governments

boosted regionalism by encouraging the formation of

RPCs and COGs to coordinate a multitude of federal

grant programs flowing to local governments. By

the end of the 1970s, local governments in almost

all parts of the nation were participating in

regional organizations and most states mandated

various types of regional agencies. Mumford’s

grand vision seemed to be moving, albeit haltingly,

toward realization.

Then, in the early 1980s, federal support for

regional planning and coordination was rapidly

and dramatically reversed. Many programs were

cut back or terminated, leaving regional agencies

to find support by providing services useful to

their constituent local governments. Once these

agencies became dependent on local governments

for survival, many gave up any semblance of

strategic regional planning and functional 3
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coordination, except for the type of metropolitan

transportation planning and some areas of

environmental planning (e.g., coastal zone

management) required by federal law. Nevertheless,

metropolitan areas continued to rely on a number

of regional entities, ranging from regional and

transportation planning organizations to regional

public service authorities (e.g., for airports and

transit service).

Ironically, during the 1980s and into the 1990s,

public opinion surveys of urban residents

revealed significant support for regional solutions

for many problems associated with growth, 

development and economic transformation.

However, voters continued to resist proposals 

for regional actions that would diminish the 

independence of their local governments. As a

result, most urban regions now lack effective

metropolitan governance mechanisms capable of

hatching and implementing regional development

strategies. Local governments’ tight control over

many regional councils often hobbles efforts to

initiate regional programs to guide growth or, in

current terms, to “grow smarter.”

By the early 1990s, interest in regional governance

and action was renewed, but this time in a

significantly more bottom-up manner. New

approaches to regional problem solving were

emerging with the goal of providing needed

capacity for action while avoiding popular

resistance to enlarging regional government. In

many metropolitan areas, the weakness of

“official” regional agencies was being offset by

leadership groups formed to focus on selected

regional concerns. These groups sought to

identify areas of common interests that could

unite diverse stakeholder groups as well as

governments. Membership was voluntary and

varied by issues and goals. These groups avoided

promoting regulatory solutions, preferring instead

collaborative, incentive-based approaches for

meeting various regional challenges.

We refer to the types of groups and efforts that

characterize the most recent approaches to

regional governance challenges as ad hoc 
regionalism. According to the Oxford Shorter

Dictionary, ad hoc is from the Latin “for this,” 

or more fully, “for this or that particular purpose.”

The term conveys a spirit of improvisation or

invention, often combining existing elements or

ideas in new ways. 

Architectural critics Charles Jencks and Nathan

Silver—who coined the term adhocism—observe

that “a purpose immediately fulfilled is the ideal

of adhocism; it cuts through the usual delays

caused by specialization, bureaucracy and 

hierarchical organization”(1973, 15). Although

Jencks and Silver were analyzing the design 

of objects and personal environments, their

observations apply well to the concept of ad hoc
regionalism. This approach can be characterized

as spontaneous, its methods often bringing

together different methods of action and interest

groups in new ways that seek to cut through 

traditional hierarchies and reach across separate

sectors of society. 

The ad hoc approach tends to expand the usual

array of participants involved in regional concerns

in order to establish support for regional actions.

Most organizations accept participants on the

basis of a voluntary readiness to become

involved—individuals or interest groups who are

willing to buy into the broad goals of the group.

Usually, such organizations focus quite quickly on

specific initiatives to address identified regional

concerns that can be implemented voluntarily

and individually by participating groups and 

individuals. Because concrete results are important

to the sustainability of such organizations, they

are ready to adapt strategies and approaches as

needed to achieve their goals. 
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Participation in ad hoc efforts typically varies

according to the defining issue or challenge. Some

groups, like the Greater Baltimore Committee, the

Allegheny Conference on Community Development

in the Pittsburgh area, and the Bay Area Council

in San Francisco, are business-directed and hence

concerned primarily with growth issues related

to economic development. Other organizations,

such as EcoCity Cleveland and Chattanooga

Vision, focus on broader ecological issues in 

community development. Still other groups,

including the Great Valley Center in Modesto 

and the Treasure Valley Partnership in Boise, 

promote collaborative efforts to guide regional

growth. Some of these groups have been around

for decades, usually with redefined missions,

while others are quite new. In many cases, these

types of organizations are engaged in “parallel

play” that only incidentally interacts with

governmentally established regional agencies.

Yet all of them thrive on networking with both

formal and informal organizations struggling to

address regional growth and change.

Although the term ad hoc regionalism suggests an

immediacy of response that values flexibility

unencumbered by institutionalization, it is unlikely

that ad hoc efforts will remain that way. Some

will disappear when their purpose is served, while

others may evolve into permanent organizations. 

Following a discussion of how citizens define

their regions, we examine five aspects of ad hoc
regional initiatives:

Driving Forces: The key motivations or 

conditions that prompted formation of the

organization.

Organizational Capacities: The major

elements or resources that offered opportunities

to respond to the motivating conditions.

Strategic Handles: The strategies or points of

attack chosen to initiate action, including 

initial efforts to define the region.

Sustaining Action: The evolution and/or 

adaptation of goals and the action agenda.

Sustaining Organization: The initial and 

subsequent organizational structures formed

to pursue goals and actions. 

5
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D E F I N I N G
the Region

In general, participants in the Lincoln Institute

forum acknowledged that the forces that drive 

them to act regionally also have the effect 

of simultaneously defining the region. They 

distinguished two bases for defining regional

identity and boundaries, one rooted in place and the

other in function, although any single region may

have multiple identities and multiple boundaries. 

Some regions are naturally endowed with strong

place characteristics: Cape Cod, Massachusetts, for

example. But most are considerably less distinctive,

such as Southeastern Massachusetts, which was

described by a forum participant as the geography

between two more clearly defined regions, the

Greater Boston Area and Cape Cod. The Florida

Everglades is a unique environment, but residents

of Southeastern Florida don’t necessarily see it as

a defining characteristic of their region.

Place-based identity seems to be especially impor-

tant when the goal of the mobilizing force behind an

ad hoc regional effort is to preserve the uniqueness

of an area. This motivation recalls Mumford’s

challenge to rebuild regions “as deliberate works

of collective art” (Mumford 1938, 43). In these

cases, the struggle is to get residents to see and

appreciate their region’s unique and defining

characteristics. If they are successful in building a

sense of identity with those characteristics, ad hoc
regionalists then try to develop a sense of regional

citizenship or stewardship directed at preserving

and enhancing those characteristics. 

The Great Valley Center has done several things

to reinforce a sense of regional identity in central

California. The poster used for the Center’s first

regional conference features a satellite view of

the region, a perspective from which the boundaries

of this vast area become visible. The name of the

conference—Our Place in the World—reinforces

this image.

David Beach of EcoCity Cleveland shared the

belief that, “for me a region has to be based on

real physical place.” Beach’s organization has

tried to raise public awareness of the biological

foundations of the region. Consequently, it’s not

surprising that he feels “uncomfortable having

the geography [of his region] be too fluid. It’s one

thing to begin a process where boundaries are

quite fluid, but this may have to change when

you have to institutionalize capacity to get the

job done.”

What defines a region may also be determined by

what bounds its edges, as well as some functional

or place identity within. The New Jersey

Highlands, for example, is a region with distinctive,

rural-place characteristics. Its distinctiveness is

P L AC E - B A S E D Identity
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threatened by the westward march of the New

York metropolitan area. Arguably, it is important

to strengthen the identity of the Highlands as a

region, in order to demarcate where urbanization

of the metropolitan area should stop. Similarly,

for Southeastern Florida’s Eastward Ho! region,

preservation of the Everglades serves to define

the boundaries of the natural and urbanized regions. 

Functions such as commuter sheds, air sheds

and watersheds also can define the region and its

boundaries. For the Santa Ana River Watershed

Group, the watershed was the initial basis for

defining its region. Other regions are defined in

terms of a common industrial base. Groups such

as the Bay Area Council, Joint Venture: Silicon

Valley Network and the Allegheny Conference on

Community Development employ this basis for

identity. However, John Claypool, former executive

director of Greater Philadelphia First, observes that

functional identities can be transitory. “The

people who are leaders of industry have found

themselves changing their own definition of

community because of corporate changes, and this

affects how they define community,” Claypool

noted. “So we can’t think of place all by itself.

We are talking about the nexus of place and

community.”

Carol Whiteside, of the Great Valley Center, 

suggested that regions ultimately have multiple

definitions and that we need to think in terms of

matrix regions. Along these lines, one participant

observed that “regions consist of layers of different

elements or concerns. Each gives rise to a different

boundary, so a region can have many different

kinds of identity. However, at any one time there

may be a particularly pressing issue that determines

what you’re going to focus on in terms of a

regional strategy.” An example of this is the Santa

Ana River Watershed Group, which has generated

several layers to their definition of region. Initially

it was defined by the old dairy industry and the

challenge of dealing with stormwater runoff

through manure-covered fields, but as it got into

broader issues associated with development and

conservation concerns, the functional boundaries of

the region changed (see case study on pages 8-9).

Lindell Marsh concurred, adding, “Santa Ana has

not previously been looked at as a region. It has

always been looked at as a part of Los Angeles.

Now we’re making the argument that there’s an

identifiable region here. It starts with addressing

the runoff situation, which is connected with the

watershed, so arguably there is a place basis for

defining the region. But, when you begin to think

about how to deal with that situation in the future

and whether there are alternative land uses, then

the edges of the region change.”

IdentityM AT R I X

IdentityF U N C T I O N - B A S E D  

T H E  G R E AT  VA L L E Y  C E N T E R

California’s Central Valley is already home to 5.5 million people and another 7 million people are
expected to arrive in the next 25 years, creating challenges in all aspects of the Valley’s quality
of life. The Great Valley Center was formed by Carol Whiteside, a former mayor and state official,
with assistance from four foundations. The Center’s mission is to help communities manage growth
by promoting collaborations and partnerships among organizations in the region, convening
decision makers to improve collaborative efforts, supporting creation of new organizations to
pursue strategic goals, providing training and technical assistance for resolving complex issues,
and generating and disseminating information about critical issues.
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In 1998 severe storms increased the water runoff through the 50-square-mile Chino River Basin, where 280 dairy

operations and 350,000 dairy animals form a $1 billion industry and produce one-quarter of California’s milk 

production. The crisis of the resulting water contamination inspired the creation of the Santa Ana River Watershed

Group, charged with the task of working out solutions to the environmental impacts of the dairy industry. At one

time, manure was spread on fields that grew feed for the cattle, but the increasing concentration of dairy operations

and rising land prices gradually reduced this synergistic practice. Now, about two million tons of manure are 

stockpiled on the ground and increasing surface water runoff from up-slope urban development has been carrying

manure salts into the groundwater and river system.

Addressing these problems is complicated by the imminent move of many dairy operations out of the basin and their

replacement by urban development spreading out from nearby cities. This trend stimulated the Watershed Group to

broaden its mission—to craft collaborative initiatives relating to urban and economic development as well as the

groundwater pollution issues.

This is not a small task. The Santa Ana River Valley watershed comprises 2,650 square miles, including parts of

three counties and numerous local jurisdictions, as well as the domains of several water and wastewater utilities. 

The watershed’s population is expected to grow from five to seven million people in less than 20 years, increasing

pressure on a broad range of ecosystems and wildlands. The impacts are not only the direct loss of habitat and open

space to urbanization, but indirect impacts such as increased competition for limited water supplies; changes in

stream and river flow regimes; and impairment of recreational experiences.

The Process: Shared Governance

The Watershed Group brought together representatives of the local governments, the dairy and utility interests, environmental

organizations, and state and federal agencies to explore issues in the watershed and collaboratively determine potential

solutions. This process, which the group called “shared governance,” evolved from a need to involve a wide and 

shifting constituency of interests that allows a variety of individual but connected efforts to meet challenges for future

development and conservation. Funding for the group’s efforts has been provided by key participants such as the dairies,

local agencies, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, as well as grants from utility agencies and foundations.

The objective of shared governance is to promote strategic collaborations—ad hoc arrangements that transcend the 

typical fragmentation of interests and goals often encountered in multiparty processes. Because the need to think

systemically may involve strange mixes of agencies and interests, the Watershed Group is an open forum rather than

a fixed organization; amoeba-like, it changes shape depending on the issues at hand. From the hundreds of potential

participants notified about the project, over 100 have elected to join in facilitated discussions at various times, with

a core of about a dozen attending most meetings. Voting (even by consensus) is not sought, since adopting “official”

positions and recommendations is difficult to manage among so many interests.

RIVER WATERSHED GROUP

The yellow section
shows the entire Santa
Ana River Watershed
area, and the green
smaller section shows
the Chino Basin.

Santa Ana:



However, the National Environmental Protection Act’s provision for “scoping” of concerns, issues and opportunities,

which results in reports describing possible approaches to their reconciliation, offers a workable process that allows

the Watershed Group to evolve its constituency and focus to consider a great variety of issues. The group employs a

facilitation team that, in consultation with participating members, prepares draft scoping reports that identify issues

and lay out potential strategies to resolve them. As specific tasks are identified, affected decision makers (those who

will implement the tasks) take on assignments to move them forward, in many cases through collaborative processes.

This working methodology allows group members to articulate views and positions in a context that fosters cooperation

and constructive actions.

Some Outcomes

The Watershed Group has been involved in a dozen or more initiatives over the past three years. They range from

preparing a plan for manure management in the Chino Basin, to arranging for $10 million in funding to build a

drainage retention basin to intercept urban stormwater flows through the dairy area, to the preparation of a scoping

report for a conservation program for 10,000 acres upstream of the Prado Dam on the Santa Ana River. The program

uses a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Watershed Plan as an umbrella for a three-part strategy: (1) a habitat conservation/

special area management plan; (2) managing surface water flows (for water supply, flood control and water quality);

and (3) a recreational program (including a River Center and a section of the Coast-to-Crest trail system). It is 

anticipated that the program will provide for wildlife habitat, trails and riparian corridors reaching north from the

regional open space into urbanizing areas—the very interlacing of wildland and urban areas espoused by the concept

of green infrastructure.

The Watershed Group increasingly recognized that the gradual move of the dairies out of the basin required greater

attention to their potential replacement by urban development and conservation activities. Accordingly, the group has

proposed a series of workshops focusing urban development issues under the general heading of smart growth. One

and perhaps two of the workshops will focus on accumulating a better understanding of the transportation “system”

affecting future growth, including existing and proposed improvements in highways and transit facilities. Recently,

the projected major increase in port activity has come to the fore as an issue, since the eastward flow of freight will

transect the watershed and presumably affect not only the transportation network but future economic development as

well. Watershed interests need to address these issues, which have national and regional implications. The group is

now seeking matching funding for organizing and managing the workshops.

The group also realized the usefulness of formalizing its process through two Memoranda of Understanding.

Signatories to one were the Boards of Supervisors of San Bernardino, Riverside and Orange counties, the Santa 

Ana Watershed Project Authority (made up of the five major water districts in the watershed), and the Orange County

Sanitation District. A second one was signed by the above organizations and key state and federal agencies. Both

memoranda committed the signatories to continuing participation in the Watershed Group and in specified initiatives.

Perhaps the most important outcome of the process to date has 

been an unprecedented degree of collaboration among a wide 

variety of interests. The structure of facilitated discussions, that

centered on participant-determined issues and focused on defining

specific action strategies has proven effective in engaging and 

committing many interests to constructive solutions.
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D R I V I N G

When asked what is the driving or motivating force

behind the ad hoc regionalism activity in which

they are engaged, participants of the Lincoln

forum offered responses of three categories:

1 a response to an immediate crisis situation; 

2 a reaction to a perceived threat to the existing

quality of life; or 

3 a way of capturing a competitive opportunity.

Some of the most important developments in

regional government during the 1970s occurred in

response to crises, especially those affecting the

natural environment. King County Metro was

established in Washington State’s Puget Sound

Region to address pollution in Lake Washington.

Similarly, the Metropolitan Council of the Twin

Cities in Minnesota was formed to deal with

ground and surface water pollution in the 

suburbs. Significantly, these crises could be 

identified as such because conditions violated clean

water quality standards. Without those standards

and the threat of sanctions, it’s not clear that

these situations would have motivated action.

Crisis continues to provide motivation for

regionalism, as in the case of the Santa Ana River

Watershed Group. John Tavaglione, a Riverside

County Supervisor, recalls that “the Watershed

Group came together and was forced into action

as a result of major storms in 1998, which resulted

in heavy water runoff. What made the runoff

problematic was that it passed through one of the

world’s highest concentrations of dairy cattle—

350,000 head in an area of approximately 20

square miles.” The immediate threat of water 

contamination in a highly urbanized region 

generated a rapid response by several agencies

working together to come up with a quick solution.

Although crisis can serve as a catalyst to change,

there is no guarantee that it will have this effect.

Many regions face crises as daunting as those

experienced in the Santa Ana River Valley, but they

have not mobilized effective action. For example,

the transportation issue in the Washington, DC,

region has given rise to a number of major 

region-wide, consensus-building efforts, including

two multiyear, facilitated efforts sponsored by the

Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments.

This issue has stimulated formation of a number

of ad hoc groups in support of one or another

approach to solutions created through facilitation

efforts. Transportation congestion is widely viewed

as a crisis, with major tie-ups almost routine and

threatening failure to meet air-quality compliance

goals. However, sharp divisions of policy outlooks

(e.g., transit vs. highway funding, growth regulation

vs. private development priorities) among the

region’s state agencies, local political jurisdictions

and a plethora of special interest groups has led

to a decision stalemate about future directions and

funding priorities. For over a decade, neither official

regional organizations nor ad hoc groups have been

able to come to terms with the transportation issue.

The Puget Sound example suggests that crisis

acts as an effective catalyst only in the presence

of a baseline level of collaborative culture—a will-

ingness to establish trusting relationships and a

belief that collective action can produce a

win/win solution.
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Crisis can be a compelling driver, capable of rapidly

bringing disparate parties into collaborative

action. However, crisis is a fairly rare occurrence.

A more typical motivation for ad hoc regionalists

is a perceived threat to the quality of life in their

region. Southeast Florida—a region whose core

counties consist of populous Miami-Dade,

Broward, and Palm Beach—is a good example of

this type of driver in action.

Since the 1950s population growth has been

spreading west, encroaching on the Everglades.

Decades-long construction of water diversion and

flood control projects by the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers has effectively eliminated one-third of

the Everglades area. The enormous acreage

transformed from wetlands and waterways to

residential and agricultural uses has significantly

reduced the natural processes recharging the

underlying aquifers upon which urban areas are

wholly dependent for their water supply.

In December 2000, authorization for a massive

project designed to restore hydrologic balance

(surface and underground water flows) in the

Everglades was signed into law by President

Clinton. The goal of this effort has been succinctly

described as “getting the water right.” But the

Governor’s Commission on a Sustainable South

Florida concluded that the goal of getting the

water right also requires getting the land right:

that is, redirecting more of the anticipated new

development in the region to the older urban

spine near the coast. This would reduce

urbanization pressure adjacent to the Everglades,

while providing a more sustainable pattern of

overall development.

Eastward Ho! is a region-wide, collaborative

campaign proposed by the Governor’s

Commission, designed to raise public awareness 

about more sustainable development alternatives 

along the east coast of South Florida. Its objective,

as stated by the South Florida Regional Planning

Council, is to “create a supportive environment—

through a combination of public and private

efforts—for refocusing regional growth within the

Eastward Ho! corridor by revitalizing existing

communities to accommodate a substantial share

of the region’s future growth.” Work by a loose

coalition of public agencies, funded by foundations

and public grants, has produced a host of

technical studies and collaborative educational

endeavors to further the goals of Eastward Ho!

The Southeast Florida example characterizes

threat in terms of an unsustainable pattern of

development, which also was a concern for other

forum participants. Several expressed it in terms

of a threat to the “quality of life” and/or to the

“sense of place” in their regions. The Treasure

Valley Partnership, initiated in 1997 in the Boise

region of Idaho, is an example of a group formed

in response to this type of threat.

The Partnership came together after several years

of efforts by public and private leadership to

address rapid growth occurring throughout the

region. New growth threatened to merge commu-

nities into one another and displace productive

agricultural and open space areas. The regional

Chamber of Commerce organized several annual

retreats to identify and pursue solutions to

regional challenges. A number of public agencies

and the Chamber sponsored an Urban Land

Institute advisory panel to provide guidance on 

a regional action agenda, and then funded a
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The Treasure Valley Partnership (TVP) was established in 1997 to serve as a forum for bringing
local officials together periodically to focus on issues of regional growth. TVP has developed 
several projects to advance its goals. The Treasure Valley Futures Project used federal funds to study
the links between transportation and innovative land use. Part of the Futures Project—Overcoming
Barriers to Building Better Communities—involved one hundred community leaders in identifying
barriers that make it difficult to build communities embodying smart growth principles. The group
then developed remedies addressing identified barriers. Another part of the Futures Project was 
development of the Toolkit of Alternative Choices, which defines sustainable and livable community
patterns, then identifies specific tools that communities can use to achieve those patterns.

follow-up study to define potential regional

infrastructure actions. About the same time, a

group of mayors from the region, led by Boise’s

mayor, Brent Coles, participated in a workshop

sponsored by the National Endowment for the

Arts (NEA), designed to heighten awareness of

urban design issues among elected officials.

Mayors began sharing concerns about regional

growth. They signed the Partnership Agreement

in 1997, which committed its signatories to 

“coordinate, cooperate and collaborate” on issues

ranging from land use to water quality and 

economic development. The Partnership is

exploring the concept of voluntary growth

boundaries and improvement of public

transportation, and is leading an effort to retrofit

public buildings to enhance energy efficiency.

A similar concern about preserving quality of life

motivated the establishment of the Great Valley

Center in Modesto, California. Carol Whiteside,

executive director of the Center, recalls when she

served as Mayor of Modesto, which had 160,000

people at that point, “we were seeing 80 percent

of our new home sales being made by people

working in the Bay Area. There was no single 

crisis here; rather we were seeing the conse-

quences of thousands of small decisions made 

by balkanized local governments. Each might be

acting in ways that made sense to themselves,

but the result was rapid transformation. I’ve 

seen many natural resource areas in California

absorbed and transformed by huge megalopolises.

Doing something about that has become my 

passion.”

Like Carol Whiteside, Donald Connors of the Task

Force on Growth and Change in Southeastern

Massachusetts, has served as an important catalyst

to raise awareness of threats to the quality of life

in his region. Southeastern Massachusetts is the

fastest growing region in the state. Connors 

persuaded public and private leaders from the

region’s towns and cities to establish the task

force in February 1998, with the objective of 

looking at ways of growing smarter, by preserving

open space while strengthening the economy and

tax base. Since then, Connors has led the group to

consider a range of growth objectives of interest

to the various jurisdictions. He then helped them

to identify state, regional and local actions to

address those objectives, resulting in, among

other things, obtaining signatories to the New

Mayflower Compact—an intergovernmental

agreement that recognizes the interdependence of

the jurisdictions in finding ways to grow smarter

(see case study on pages 14-15).



In addition to crisis and threat, a third motivation

for ad hoc regionalism is the desire to capture

opportunities to improve regional growth and

change. Regions are typically comprised of large

collections of highly fragmented jurisdictions, but

sometimes leadership can convince people to

collaborate voluntarily in order to achieve a

collective advantage. An example of this motivation

at work is the First Suburbs Consortium in Ohio.

Founded in 1992, officials of Cleveland’s oldest

suburbs formed the consortium with the goal of

preserving and protecting older suburbs across

the state. Those communities were seeing

infrastructure investment funds by-passing them

to support new development at the edges of the

region. By voluntarily joining together, members

of the consortium felt they could lobby more

effectively with the state legislature, convincing it

to provide increased infrastructure funding to

their communities.

A theme that often runs through opportunity-

based regionalism is competitiveness. The First

Suburbs Consortium asserts that “if Ohio is to be

a strong competitor in the global economy, it must

achieve real growth rather than simply relocating

existing businesses and duplicating expensive

infrastructure” (EcoCity Cleveland 1999).

Although the members of the First Suburbs

Consortium are local governments, typically

opportunity-based regionalism has private sector

interests as its core constituency. An example of 

this is Greater Philadelphia First, a membership

organization of some of the largest corporations

in the Philadelphia region. Established in 1983, its

mission is to provide leadership in transforming

the region into one of the nation’s leading centers—

”where knowledge industries and their workers

can prosper.” The organization works to strengthen

the supply of trained and educated workers, 

foster collaboration among local governments,

businesses and organizations, and promote 

infrastructure and amenities that will attract and

support knowledge industries and their workers. 

Some regions have recast a traditional social

equity agenda in terms of economic opportunity or

competitiveness, arguing that if a region suffers

from significant economic disparities among 

communities, then it has reduced economic 

competitiveness as a whole (Swantstrom 1996).

Although this was not a driving force for any of

the organizations participating at the Lincoln

Institute forum, addressing social equity through

economic competitiveness has been an issue in

regions such as Dayton and surrounding

Montgomery County, Ohio, which developed a

voluntary tax base sharing program (Dodge 1996).

Communities in the same region organized to

lobby the state legislature to provide additional

support for the development of a new economic

base focused on the polymer industry. Although

the desire to improve economic conditions can

unite regions, such as Dayton’s, more commonly

initiatives that appear to have a social equity

agenda may divide have and have-not communities

(Altshuler 1999).
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The Vision 2020 planning process grew from common problems and opportunities expressed by the region’s residents

who participated in the Southeastern Massachusetts Planning for Growth conference in 1997. The conference was

organized by the Wildlands Trust of Southeastern Massachusetts and the three regional planning agencies active in the

area in response to increasing concerns about growth and change. The 51 towns in the region were experiencing growth

at three times the state’s rate, generating a wide range of growth issues from expansion of development in once-rural

areas and small towns to continued decline in the economies of several cities. Conference participants concluded

that a regional effort should be launched to create consensus on a vision for the future development of the region. 

That recommendation resulted in initiation of the Southeastern Massachusetts Vision 2020 Project in early 1998.

The project was led by the Southeastern Regional Planning and Economic Development District, the Old Colony

Planning Council, and the Metropolitan Area Planning Council, who agreed to provide staff support for a citizen-

based visioning process. Project goals were to identify key issues and growth management options for the region, and

to lay the groundwork for an action agenda. The Massachusetts Executive Office of Environmental Affairs provided

financial support for the project.

The three regional agencies chose a 50-person Task Force on Growth and Change in Southeastern Massachusetts

with representatives from local governments, economic development and other public agencies, and a variety of 

nonprofit and private-interest groups. Donald Connors, a land use and environmental attorney and planner, was

named chair, and the task force met throughout 1998 to find common ground on economic, social, and political

interests and points of view on issues related to growth. Members examined models for managing growth from 

New England and the nation. Subcommittees developed recommendations for establishing sustainable patterns of

growth and change. In October 1998, a second Planning for Growth forum was conducted during which visions 

for the future of Southeastern Massachusetts were presented and debated. The results provided the basis for the 

recommendations and concepts reported in Southeastern Massachusetts: Vision 2020, An Agenda for the Future,

published in June 1999.

Given the variety of interests and concerns represented in the task force, the group determined early in the process

to avoid “one-size-fits-all” and mandatory, top-down approaches to managing growth in the region. That guiding 

principle is reflected in the report’s overall recommendations:

Take immediate actions at the local, regional, state and federal levels to bring a growth management 

emphasis to land use and investment in Southeastern Massachusetts;

Develop a new model for implementing these recommendations focused on a series of alliances and 

cooperative ventures; and

Target action strategies to four major concerns: open space and natural resources, economic development and 

urban reinvestment, land use and housing, and infrastructure. Combined, the strategies will form a policy plan 

for Southeastern Massachusetts. 
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Take coordinated actions to protect open space and to concentrate development within the established 

town centers and urban areas.

Work with the governor and legislature to change the legal and taxation framework that influences land 

use patterns.

The report lists detailed actions to implement these overall recommendations.

After the report was published, the task force prepared the New Mayflower Compact committing signatories to 

cooperative action to manage growth; representatives of 40 of the 51 participating towns and cities have signed the

compact. The group has developed proposals for designating “targeted investment” and “targeted protection” areas,

sponsored additional conferences on growth issues, and conducted an extensive outreach and education program

throughout the region. It initiated creation of special task forces for the proposed widening of Route 3 and the 

re-establishment of commuter rail service to Fall River and New Bedford. Perhaps most important, the work of 

the task force prompted initiation of a project to map the state’s natural resources by the Manomet Center for

Conservation Sciences in Plymouth, Massachusetts. The Center is preparing a Natural Resources Atlas that will

inventory and depict wildlife, habitats, vegetation, water resources, and land use for all watersheds in the state, 

an invaluable source of information for future conservation efforts throughout the state.

In late 2001 and early 2002, the task force moved to a new phase, with a new name—Vision 2020: A Partnership

for Southeastern Massachusetts. It also has a new governing structure of municipal officials working with the three

regional agencies, and a new mission statement that emphasizes an “educational voice” and an advocacy position for

local cities and towns on growth issues. The Partnership has agreed on five principal objectives:

Establish a Center for Southeastern Massachusetts to provide outreach, education, technical assistance and 

research to support growth management;

Work to broaden the economic viability of the region’s land-based industries;

Use the legislative process to further Vision 2020 goals, particularly to enact statewide planning legislation, 

to develop incentives for targeted investments and protection, and to reform the zoning act and municipal 

revenue-generating powers;

Develop detailed regional strategies for Southeastern Massachusetts as proposed in the “Agenda for the Future;” and

Assist cities and towns of Southeastern Massachusetts to implement the New Mayflower Compact.

The Partnership has become a collaborative venture that brings together three regional agencies, their constituent

local governments, and other regional interests to heighten understanding and attention to critical growth issues that

affect the entire area.
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The maps on the left
show the tracks of
urbanized land in red.
In 1971 there were
165,287 acres of 
urbanized areas, and
by 1999 that number
had increased to
245,000 acres.

The map above shows the study
area–Plymouth and Bristol
County, and parts of Norfolk
County–in grey, located between
the Boston Metropolitan Area 
and Cape Cod.
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If some kind of action that preserves or improves

the quality of life in the region is the ultimate goal

of ad hoc efforts, then what kinds of capacity are

needed to achieve it? Discussion around this issue

reflects two points in a developmental process: 

an initial capacity to get things rolling, and then

capacity to achieve substantive and sustainable

results. For example, in many regions, first efforts

focus primarily on building a coalition. Once that

coalition is in place, an action agenda can be

refined and implemented, which may then require

an expanded or different kind of organizational

capacity. Regardless of the stage of development

of their organizations, Lincoln forum participants

identified five specific kinds of capacity as 

essential: leadership, institutional, fiscal, technical

and civic.

A leader is a “boundary-crosser” or a “civic 

entrepreneur”—someone who bridges different

sectors and brings resources together from various

sources (Adams and Parr 1998; Henton et al.

1997). One participant likened the leadership role

to that of a “river navigator,” someone who builds

connections among local communities along a

river and with federal agencies that administer

policies along the same corridor. Again, a common

element in all of these conceptions is coalition

building and providing a vision of the region to

energize consensus and action.

Additionally, leaders are seen as individuals 

who stay the course and keep a regional initiative

visible. A participant from Southeastern

Massachusetts, for example, spoke about the

indispensable role that Donald Connors has

played there. “It took somebody like Don, who

doesn’t get paid even a dime, to see that a 

regional perspective is continuously maintained

with policy makers. He keeps pressure on the 

system to keep it from falling back into the way

things always were.”

In some regions leadership is emerging out of 

the ranks of elected officials (e.g., Treasure Valley

and the Santa Ana Watershed), in others it is

coming from the private sectors (e.g., Greater

Philadelphia First and Joint Venture: Silicon Valley

Network), and in still others from the nonprofit

sector (Citizens League of Greater Cleveland and the

Great Valley Center). A few regions have developed

leadership training programs, with various goals.

For example, the program established by the

Great Valley Center focuses on training members of

typically underrepresented minority communities

with the goal of having them participate effectively

in regional decision-making forums. By contrast,

the “leadership academy” being developed in

Southeastern Florida expects to focus, at least 

initially, on providing existing leaders with a

sense of why it is important to take a regional

perspective in their decision making. 
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A basic characteristic of ad hoc regionalism is that

it builds capacity by building coalitions. Some

forum participants described how their efforts rest

firmly on well-established regional organizations.

Although most regions have such organizations,

only rarely does one step forward and take a lead in

forming a coalition. The more common experience

among participants was having to form some 

type of organization, often ad hoc, to serve as the

hub or catalyst for a coalition. In this way they

“borrowed” the resources of existing organizations

to build a collective regional capacity.

The Santa Ana River Watershed Group is a good

example of this process. The region has many

strong institutions with regional planning and/or

service delivery responsibilities. Initially formed to

address a specific environmental crisis, the group

has continued to function as a hub, building 

collaboration across institutions for realizing 

a larger, more coherent regional agenda.

The Southeastern Massachusetts Vision 2020

project employed a different form of borrowing

capacity. The organization provided leadership

capacity, but it depended on the informal and

temporary loan of institutional capacity from 

existing organizations, chiefly the three existing

regional planning councils in the area, which also

became the channel for state grants to the effort. 

A special aspect of institutional capacity, touched

on only briefly during forum discussions, 

concerns building connections from the level of

neighborhood associations to organizations with

regional responsibilities. David Beach spoke of

the importance of this approach when discussing

Eco-City Cleveland’s involvement in creating

effective river basin planning. Beach observed

that, “it has to be bottom-up. Big institutions are

finding a new role: they are following behind us.”

Big institutions can provide capacity if community-

level organizations find a way of connecting 

with them.

Similarly, David Harris of the MacArthur Foundation

recalled a conversation with a community leader

in Delray Beach, Florida. “He said: ‘I am down

here with my community dreaming, while others

are outside scheming.’ This leader used to spend

all his time at the neighborhood level. He never

understood that there were forces above the

neighborhood that he needed to connect to in

pursuing his dream. This leader’s dream was to

build a new charter school in his community. In

fact, he could get more support for his goal by

saying: ‘If my school is successful, it saves the

Everglades, because the reason that a lot of 

people are moving west to the Everglades and

abandoning the old urban corridor is because of

the quality of its schools.’”

Doing regional work, even on an ad hoc basis,

requires significant resources. Having full-time

staff devoted to the effort and being able to

employ expert consultants is often essential to

achieving the organization’s aims. Governmental

and foundation grants are an important source of

support for most ad hoc organizations. In many

cases, one or more major foundations become

the chief benefactors of regional efforts. For

example, Cleveland’s many regional initiatives

have benefited from philanthropy by the locally-

based Gund and Cleveland Foundations. Carol

Whiteside’s Great Valley Center receives support

from three major California foundations, and 

current work in Southeastern Florida is being

supported by the MacArthur Foundation and the

Knight Foundation. 
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Government grants can also be a major source of

support for many of these efforts. The work of the

Regional Plan Association in the New Jersey

Highlands has benefited from grants from the U.S.

Forest Service. The Santa Ana River Watershed

Group has been able to secure regional

Environmental Protection Agency grants along

with grants from regional water and wastewater

utilities which receive federal funds for major

water planning studies. Likewise, working out the

details and implementation of the Southeastern

Massachusetts’ New Mayflower Compact is being

supported by a $225,000, three-year state grant. 

Fiscal capacity is often closely related to institutional

capacity. David Harris of the MacArthur Foundation

observes that philanthropies “have to decide

whether they want to invest in existing institutions,

which are likely to treat regionalism as an add-on,

or if they want to invest in creating new institutions,

which may have enormous difficulty in sustaining

themselves when initial grants expire.” There is

also a question of motivation behind the grants

received. Donald Connors notes wryly that the

state’s generosity to Southeastern Massachusetts

might have a catch. “They really like this because

it took pressure off to do anything themselves.”

Ad hoc efforts are constantly being pressed to

demonstrate that acting regionally makes a 

difference. Various kinds of technical analyses—

economic, environmental and social—can be

employed to make this case. Few ad hoc
organizations possess the resources to employ

highly skilled technical staff to carry out research

and analyses, although they may do so on a

short-term basis in connection with a specific

program grant. For this reason, many ad hoc efforts

benefit from collaboration with organizations

possessing technical resources such as regional

data sets, computer modeling and GIS tools, 

and ongoing studies and programs. University

research centers, regional planning councils and

various federal agencies are the most common

collaborators.

Regions that lack such partners, or where available

collaborators lack the necessary expertise, often

use external consultants, which can be more 

costly and provides fewer benefits for building a

regional network of engaged organizations. 

In either case—depending on existing sources of

information or contracting to provide it—leaders

of these efforts need to possess a certain level of

technical expertise to effectively direct research
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and sell the organization’s aims. For example,

Donald Connors had written the state legislation

to form the regional Cape Cod Commission before

initiating the Southeastern Massachusetts Vision

2020 Project, and Carol Whiteside had a long

career in state and local government before

directing the Great Valley Center. They furnish many

of the critical technical as well as administrative

skills needed to guide their organizations.

Probably the vaguest, yet perhaps the most

essential, capacity that regional efforts need is

civic capacity—the identification with and

commitment of residents to a specific place.

Several participants expressed the belief that it

was necessary to go beyond identifying with

place, that you need to develop a sense of

concern or stewardship for the future of the

region. Along these lines, Robert Pirani of the

Regional Plan Association shared the conviction

that “you begin by making the case that ‘this is a

place where we live and where we are investing

our energy.’ Then you define your own region and

create the sense in the civic community that this

is the region.”

Regions such as Cleveland benefit from a well-

established philanthropic sector that is not only

willing to fund regional efforts, but to engage in

active regional network building. Cleveland also

boasts having the oldest, continuously operating

Citizens League in the nation. 

Participants from highly transient, newer regions

saw a real challenge in building civic capacity.

Marie York observed that in her Southeastern

Florida region “we are talking about a place where

90 percent of the people came from somewhere

else.” Perhaps because of this fact, promoting a

regional vision for the Eastward Ho! initiative that

reaches beyond the local interests of the region’s

towns, cities and counties has been a daunting

challenge.
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For almost four decades and through eight ballot issues, efforts to win approval for city/county consolidation in

Cleveland failed to win voter support. By the early 1990s, population and economic growth had moved so far beyond

Cuyahoga County that the original objectives used to justify consolidation became obsolete. By contrast, the region

has been far more successful at incubating ad hoc organizations designed to take on tough challenges. Two 

of these organizations participated in the Lincoln Institute forum: EcoCity Cleveland and the Northeast Ohio First

Suburbs Consortium.

EcoCity Cleveland

A major challenge facing most efforts to develop increased capacity for regional action is achieving an effective 

sense of regional identity. An important foundation for such identity can be developed from a region’s ecological 

environment. EcoCity, founded in 1992, has engaged in a number of projects working to strengthen regional identity

and action for environmental sustainability.

A key project is the Citizens’ Bioregional Plan, which mapped out a positive vision for future development of the

seven-county region—a vision based on innovative concepts of “bioregional zoning.” It included a two-year process 

of public outreach to community groups and planning agencies. It created tools for public education based on the

latest computer mapping (GIS) technology, a full-color publication for citizens and policy makers, a media campaign

and a website.

The bioregional plan is helping citizens ask important questions, such as:

What lands are at risk to be developed in the next decade?

Where should new development be concentrated for greater density and land use mix?

Where should transportation improvements be focused to promote increased density and 

development while reducing vehicle miles traveled?

Closely related to the bioregional plan is EcoCity Cleveland’s efforts to plan for and preserve open space. The group

is working with many partner organizations in trying to formulate and implement a vision, including park districts,

land trusts, river protection groups, farmland preservation groups, planning agencies, and civic organizations.
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Northeast Ohio First Suburbs Consortium

Most older, inner-ring metropolitan suburbs face population loss and disinvestments, while newly developing 

suburbs in the outer ring attract the majority of public infrastructure investment. Older suburbs often lack the

resources to lobby state legislators and county commissioners to increase public investments in infrastructure and

economic development.

In 1996 elected officials and staff from three of Greater Cleveland’s inner-ring suburbs met to discuss their common

challenges and to begin formulating an agenda that would promote reinvestment. By 1997, membership had grown

to eight cities, and the consortium began outreach efforts to foundations, state and federal agencies, and elected

officials. The following year, the consortium successfully lobbied the Ohio Department of Transportation to reverse 

an announced policy to reduce its funding for maintenance of state roads within incorporated jurisdictions.

Working with Cuyahoga County’s treasurer and commissioners, in 1999 the Consortium launched the Housing

Enhancement Loan Program (HELP). HELP provides home improvement loans at rates three percent below the 

lowest rate offered by banks. Within its first two years of operation, HELP had loaned over $24 million and is being

replicated in the Cincinnati region. The consortium also raised foundation funds for an economic revitalization study

of aging commercial strips in member communities.

In 2000, with membership at 12 cities, the Consortium organized itself as a Council of Governments (COG). By

2002, the Consortium had 14 member cities, and had begun operation of a Development Council that engages in

joint financing, marketing and development of its member cities. The Consortium has supported the formation of 

sister First Suburbs groups in other metropolitan areas of Ohio (central and southern) and other Midwest states

(Wisconsin and Minnesota). It is also expanding an advocacy agenda aimed at changing state policies that are 

biased against the maintenance and redevelopment of older communities. 
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Once a group of individuals and/or institutions

believe that it is necessary to act regionally, and

have grappled with the question of what their

region is, where do they begin? What’s the

handle—the initial focus of activity—for moving

the effort forward? 

If crisis is the mobilizing or driving factor, then the

handle typically consists of a clear response to that

crisis. The Santa Ana River Watershed Group

formed in response to a crisis over environmental

damage by dairy cows. Its handle was the

development of a manure management plan.

In two cases, where the driver was a more

generalized concern about loss of quality of life

due to rapid growth and sprawl, the handle was

development of an intergovernmental growth

management agreement. The Treasure Valley

Partnership offers an example of this approach.

The Partnership began by convening a series of

meetings that brought elected representatives of

the two counties and their cities together on a

regular basis to define and discuss concerns

about the rapid growth and sprawl that were

visibly transforming the region. From those

meetings flowed rather naturally a series of

collaborative initiatives. Elizabeth Conner, executive

director of the Treasure Valley Partnership,

identified that group’s compact as its handle. 

“In June 1997, mayors of nine cities and two

counties signed a compact agreeing to work

cooperatively on four areas:

1 Preserving community identity;

2 Linking land use and transportation;

3 Studying regional growth patterns; and

4 Protecting and enhancing recreational

opportunities and open space.

These broad objectives have been translated into

specific actions ranging from agreements for

sharing sewer facilities and police resources, to

jointly planning for air and water quality along

with general land use development.”

Similarly, Don Connors recalls how, in May 2000,

the Task Force on Growth and Change in

Southeastern Massachusetts adopted The New

Mayflower Compact that asks the region’s cities

and towns to work collaboratively toward the

goal of growing smarter. Connors concludes that,

“regardless of the motivating force, you have to

get a group of people willing to say ‘this is a place

worth investing in’ and then you create your own

region, you create a sense in the civic community

that this is a region.”

Handles for Action
Determining S T R AT E G I C



Using an intergovernmental agreement as a

handle may be out of reach for some regions, at

least as a starting point. In many cases ad hoc
groups focus their initial efforts on educating the

citizenry about the interdependencies that bind

individual communities to a common regional

destiny. Forum participants spoke about 

“branding” the region and creating “a sense of

ownership” at several levels. Projects designed to

achieve these goals included publishing regional

indicator studies and, in some cases, developing a

vision statement or physical images of what the

region might look like in the future.

Following this strategy, Carol Whiteside, of the

Great Valley Center, suggests beginning with

things that simply raise public awareness of the

need for regional thinking. “You use whatever

means that you can to tell your story. For example,

one of the images that we have employed is

based on the fact that the Central Valley is one of

only seven places on the face of the earth where

you have the ideal combination of soils, climate

and moisture to maximize a huge variety of 

agricultural production.”

One of the first projects of the Center was to

publish a regional indicators report showing the

dynamics of growth and change that are reshaping

the region. This was followed by an urban design

competition that tried to show how the dynamics

of change could be directed in ways that preserve

agriculture while accommodating new population.

“We try to send the message that there are win-

win opportunities that you can achieve at the

regional scale, that you can’t achieve community-

by-community. In the Central Valley the tradeoff is

between short-term wealth creation vs. maintaining

the agricultural economy. But there’s a human

side to why you do this—which revolves first

around community, and then around preserving

agricultural land.”

The work of EcoCity Cleveland provides another

example of building awareness with education as

the handle. EcoCity Cleveland, which formed out

of a network of local groups working on ecological

issues in Northeast Ohio, publishes a journal and

the 340-page Greater Cleveland Environment Book.

The organization’s bioregional plan employs 

computer-mapping technology to develop dense

visual images illustrating the interconnectedness

of natural and human communities in the region.

EcoCity has also partnered in developing the Ohio

Smart Growth Agenda. Such educational efforts

can be significant in strengthening regional

identity, developing a sense of stewardship, and

then moving on to a regional action agenda.

In Southeastern Florida, the MacArthur Foundation

sponsored a regional indicators project conducted by

the Joint Center for Urban and Environmental

Problems at Florida Atlantic University. Similar to

EcoCity’s bioregional plan, the goal of the project

was to raise awareness of the many ways in which

individual communities are interconnected as a

single region. David Harris, who heads the

foundation’s Florida office, sees the indicators 

project as a way of establishing regional identity,

then moving on to enhancing regional affinity 

or stewardship, and ultimately regional efficacy 

or action.
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Sustaining Action 

Ad hoc efforts often begin with an opportunistic

handle: a crisis that mobilizes the interests of

community leaders, a commonly held perception

that growth is rapidly destroying valued open

space, or the realization that an area is losing 

its competitive edge. Even when stimulated by 

widely recognized threats or opportunities, it

takes a great deal of energy to mobilize regional

awareness and action. However, regional

advocates believe that it is necessary to move

beyond these initial opportunities toward shaping

an agenda for more sustained regional action. 

Lindell Marsh of the Santa Ana River Watershed

Group recalls that “we began by being opportunistic,

but then we planned a broader framework. We

have tried to balance creating visible results and

viable accomplishments with creating a broad

vision.” He shared how a significant step in 

establishing the broader framework took the form

of developing two Memoranda of Understanding

(MOUs). The MOUs cemented relations that had

been established initially to address the manure

runoff crisis and bound the signatories to 

supporting collaborative action and proceeding

with a broad program for improvement in the

watershed’s environmental, development and

economic conditions.

The Great Valley Center began its work with an

indicators project. It then moved on to conducting

annual conferences, the second of which included

an urban design competition for showing how 

the Central Valley could accommodate projected

population growth. The Center also established a

leadership training program. The Center has been

able to craft a clear agenda, in part, because of a

multiyear funding commitment from several large

foundations. However, if it is to sustain itself it

will have to continue to identify activities that

increase membership and attract contributions.

Closely tied to the question of how to move from

an initial program of action—one that is often

determined opportunistically—to a more deliberate

course of action, is the question of how, and

whether, to make the transition from what is

often a temporary or ad hoc structure to an

organization that can sustain a systematic

program of action. 

Reflecting on that issue, Carol Whiteside

questioned the use of the term ad hoc. “I think

this term suggests something temporary,

something that is spontaneous and not

sustainable. But these organizations have little

value unless they can create a change into a

formal mechanism, or at least be capable of

creating a change within existing formal

structures. It seems to me that is their goal. 

If not, why bother?”

Reinforcing Whiteside’s point, David Beach of

EcoCity Cleveland observed that “the disadvantage

of an ad hoc approach is that it takes a lot of

effort just to get organized. [To move up from

there] you have to be able to accumulate

experiences and resources. You have to be able to

take a risk, to try different things, to be big

enough. Doing all this sounds like a new form

of activity.”
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A counter point was offered by Kathryn Foster,

from the University at Buffalo, who suggested that

ad hoc efforts might work best when they remain

temporary and topical. “What Carol [Whiteside]

said about this as conveying a sense of being

temporary has a negative connotation. I love the

notion of ad hoc. It is very purposeful. And the

reason a lot of ad hoc agencies were successful in

Buffalo is because they were temporary.”

Supporting Foster’s position, Donald Connors

added, “I do not worry about survival. I worry

about effectiveness. I do not think that the

survivability of ad hoc organizations is that

important. Many should survive, many should not.”

Similarly, Robert Pirani of the Regional Plan

Association added, “these organizations are

created or established to promote regional

visions. I am not interested in creating another

501(C)3. What I am interesting in doing is

supporting the state regional planning agencies to

see whether we can improve their capacity and

whether we can sell the idea of the region, and

the worth of protecting and promoting good

economic development.”

William Dodge, former executive director of the

National Association of Regional Councils, shifted

the issue by suggesting that we might want to

think less about the dimension of temporary vs.

permanent, and more about the structure of these

organizations. Specifically, he suggested that

sustainability is more likely to be achieved

through network-like structures. “I think we are in

the process of creating a model for governing

regions. We are going to have formal and

informal and ad hoc groups. I think we need to try

a lot of experiments. [The exact organizational

form] is going to vary from region to region, and

from place to place.

“What sort of organization is needed to support

these new efforts?” Dodge continued, “The term

that keeps coming to my mind is a network. We

are going to have all different kinds of actors 

participating in different ways. I think we shifted 

a lot from the notion that some day [the 

organization will] be a regional government
to more of the notion that some day it will be

regional governance that will work more like 

a network (Dodge 1996).”

Along similar lines, Lindell Marsh offered a

metaphor comparing the evolving character of an

effective regional organization to jazz: “In jazz

there is a leader at the moment and everyone

knows how to complement the one who has the

lead. And the lead can shift as new ideas emerge.

How we think about ourselves involves the 

whole network.”
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The highlands Coalition is a grassroots association comprised of more than 90 local, state, regional and national 

citizens’ organizations formed to protect the vast Highland landscape covering parts of New Jersey, New York and

Connecticut. This area is rich in wilderness areas, natural resources and recreational opportunities.

Establishing a Regional Conservation Strategy

In 1921 the pioneering regionalist Benton MacKaye first described his vision of a protected, wild Appalachian 

highlands landscape stretching from Maine to Georgia, a green vastness to serve as the open space backbone of 

the industrializing northeastern United States. Remarkably, almost 80 years later, this long-ignored vision still could

be brought to life in a broad band of stunning lands that cuts across the heart of the most urbanized region in the

United States. The highlands include more than 200,000 acres of public open space that host 9 million recreation

visits yearly. They provide clean drinking water for 12 million metropolitan residents and large patches of 

unfragmented forest critical to the survival of migratory songbirds.

The highlands still function as an effective, if undesignated, greenbelt but its future ability to provide such shape

and form to the region is now in jeopardy. The towns that encompass the highlands are likely to grow by more than

250,000 people in the next 20 years. Accommodating these new residents (and businesses, roads and public 

services) in typical development patterns could result in the highlands simply becoming a more mountainous part 

of the suburban sprawl north and west of New York City. 

Significant public and private initiatives are now underway to answer this challenge, highlighted by the commitment

of the state and other public and private institutions to spend hundreds of millions of dollars over the next 10 years

to acquire valuable land. However, increasing land costs mean that funding may not be adequate to conserve more

than a fraction of the most critical resources at risk. Available funds are used on an opportunistic basis, necessarily

relying on willing sellers but without the benefit of an overall plan. Moreover the region still suffers from uncoordinated

and, in some cases, inadequate land use policies—local practices unresponsive to regional needs. The result may be

that, despite massive public expenditures for acquiring parkland, local development pressure will continue to erode

the intact forests, cold water streams, and scenic vistas that define this special place. 
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The highlands Coalition, established in 1988, leads a grassroots movement that seeks to influence governmental 

policy to protect the region. Coalition leaders are spearheading efforts in their states to urge Congress to provide

more federal funding for land acquisition in the region. The Coalition is also working on strategies to improve land

use planning and park management. 

The Congress directed the U.S. Forest Service to update the 1992 New York and New Jersey highlands Regional

Study. The major analytic component of the study is an assessment by Rutgers University and the U.S. Geological

Survey that identifies and describes the region’s natural resources, predicts impacts from urbanization and other

trends over time, and outlines benchmarks to measure conservation progress. The assessment builds on work 

previously completed by Regional Plan Association.

The New Jersey State Planning Office has designated the highlands as a Special Resource Area. The office is now

studying how to implement specific planning and implementation strategies to ensure coordination among federal,

state and local policies that protect the region’s natural assets

Coalition efforts are based on several important strategies. First, the Coalition has sought to build its constituency 

by establishing a common vision for the future. A series of identity maps and the Forest Service assessment are 

providing the basis for getting conservationists and others to work collectively toward common goals. Second, 

the Coalition has sought to develop initial strategies supported by a nucleus of important stakeholders. For the 

highlands, one such strategy is obtaining better access to federal land acquisition funding. Finally, the Coalition 

has allowed various strategies to surface as needed. By taking state-level action, New Jersey is leading the charge 

on regional planning on the highlands. In New York and Connecticut, where highlands development is not yet a 

ripe public issue, Coalition members are moving more slowly toward regional solutions.
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L E S S O N S

Every region is unique, both in the driving forces

that foster regional awareness and action, and in

terms of the regional capacities for addressing

those challenges. This uniqueness works against

drawing generalizations or promoting generic

solutions. With these caveats in mind, we asked the

Lincoln forum participants to close the discussion

with some reflections on lessons learned.

Regionalism simultaneously involves creating
a sense of place and a place for action.

In trying to develop action at the regional level

one has to simultaneously build a sense of place

(make the case that we are a functioning region)

while developing the argument that regions are

an appropriate scale for action. These two

perspectives on regionalism seem to move

forward hand in hand, rather than operating as

two sequential steps in a process of discovering

regionalism. Regions become significant places in

people’s minds to the extent that important

activities are viewed as regional in scope, and

vice versa.

Start with where you’re at.

Consistent with the observation that it is necessary

to simultaneously build a sense of place and a

place of action, participants thought that it was

important to “start with where you’re at.” If a

group of key stakeholders perceives a pressing

issue that can best be addressed at the regional

level, then it makes sense to build a strategy and

action agenda out of that awareness. In some

cases, a crisis offers immediate recognition of a

need, but in most cases awareness of a regional

need has to be amplified by documenting its

extent and how it affects multiple communities

and some significant aspect of life in the region.

Need is not enough; it must be coupled with
capacity to generate an ad hoc response.

Although it was generally agreed that the

perception of a need requiring a regional

response is an essential starting point, need is not

enough. Need has to be coupled with the capacity

to generate a response. Leadership is essential

here, especially leadership that is well networked

with diverse interest groups in the region.
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Focus initially on building collaboration
rather than organization.

It takes a lot of energy to mobilize people into

creating an organization, and since the forces

that bind people to a regional perspective are

often weak at first, organization building is usually

not the most effective allocation of the slim

resources initially at hand. In fact, most ad hoc
efforts begin with building collaborative networks

rather building a new organization or expanding

the membership of an existing one. Consequently,

development of some kind of influence or action

network is a fairly common characteristic of ad
hoc efforts. Nevertheless, organization building

should not be avoided. Many ad hoc regional

efforts bind stakeholders by creating an

organization in which they are members. Some

ad hoc efforts begin by building organization and

then implementing an agenda, others develop out

of coalitions of interests that come together

around an issue and subsequently decide that a

more formal organization is desirable for

sustaining effort.

Demonstrate how a regional perspective and
regional action add value.

A major source of resistance to past efforts at

establishing a regional governance capacity was

fear that it would inevitably create a new layer of

government that would draw its power and

authority from established entities (both state and

local). Clearly, this concern is most evident when

regionalism is conceived as a governmental

responsibility. But ad hoc regionalists make the

argument that developing a capacity for regional

action can actually add power to both regional

and local development efforts. In effect, power is

not a zero sum quantity, but something that can

be expanded through a synergy of activities. For

example, by forming a regional alliance the

independent economic development agencies of a

region can market the place as a whole, thereby

increasing the number of prospects attracted to

the area. Whatever the advantage being sought, it

is essential to make the case that a regional

perspective adds value over and above individual

local initiatives.
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It All Together 

We convened the Lincoln forum based on the

observation that ad hoc efforts are increasingly

common as a form of regional organization and

action. We wanted to learn about the nature of

these efforts from those actively involved in them.

Our assumption was that these are attempts to

invent a type of regionalism that fits the U.S.

context, that is, one in which there is a growing

acceptance that regional action is necessary but

along with an undiminished suspicion about

creating new layers of government to respond to

regional challenges. 

Our initial framework for discussion focused on

five elements: driving forces, capacities, handles,

sustaining actions, and sustaining organizations.

Based on exchanges at the forum, we can now

recast our initial elements into a more refined

framework for conceptualizing the nature of ad
hoc regionalism.

In reviewing what forum participants shared

regarding their work, it may be useful to think

about ad hoc efforts as operating simultaneously

on two levels. On one level, these efforts involve

the development of organization: putting together

a coalition, augmenting existing organizations,

and so on. On another level, they involve action:

identifying a strategic handle, demonstrating

effectiveness, moving on to logical next steps. 

In addition to these two levels of activity, ad hoc
efforts seem to progress in a sequence from 

1 awareness, to 

2 initiating, and then 

3 sustaining actions 

See table on page 31.

The presence of driving forces defines the

awareness stage of development. But drivers alone

are not sufficient to begin setting some type of ad
hoc response in motion. In addition, at the

organizational level, there needs to be enough

capacity already present in a region to develop

perception of the driving forces and to formulate a

response to them. That capacity, at the outset,

might consist of an individual such as Carol

Whiteside or Donald Connors, well-networked

people who sense a threat or opportunity, and

have the interest in and ability to start setting a

response in motion. One never knows when such

an individual may appear, but their role seems to

be critical at this stage.

At the initiating stage, action takes the form of

identifying a handle—something that interested

parties can get their minds and hands around.

Moving to this degree of action requires more

concerted organization, typically beyond what a

single individual can do. A lead individual may

work to form some kind of collaborative group or

an organization might augment itself with a task

force that includes outside membership, for the

purpose of further examining a specific regional

challenge and discussing alternative responses. 



The type of organization formed may not be

adequate to implement the identified handle.

However, even if the activity chosen as a handle

is successful, the initial collaborative may simply

dissipate, especially if it was formed in response

to an immediate crisis situation. Alternatively,

participants may try to establish a more sustainable

organization, driven by formulation of a longer-

term action agenda that requires a higher level 

of capacity. In some cases the agenda may grow

out of the creation of a formal organization (e.g.,

a tax-exempt nonprofit) that must now justify 

its existence.

Apart from generalizing about how these efforts

are structured, a larger question raised by the

growing presence of ad hoc regional efforts is

whether they are fundamentally short-term

adaptive responses to change, or whether they

are active experiments that will eventually give

rise to broadly adopted regional governance

mechanisms? The period of rapid urban growth

following the end of World War I produced

significant experimentation in alternative forms of

local government. Among those experiments was

the council-manager form, which eventually

became the dominant structure for local

governments. Perhaps as some of the experiments

in regional governance—such as the growth

compact developed in Boise (as well as similar

compacts in Denver and Kalamazoo)—become

more widespread and prove their utility they will

give rise to new, common, institutionalized forms

of governance. Clearly, it is too early to tell what 

the current wave of ad hoc regionalism will 

give rise to, but it is important to keep tracking 

its developments.
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Awareness Initiating Sustaining

Actions Driving Forces Defining the Region

Crisis Place-based identity

Threat Function identity

Opportunity Matrix identities

Forming Handles

Remediate crisis

Develop indicators

Fashion a vision

Organization Identifying Capacity

Leadership

Institutional

Fiscal

Technical

Civic

Sustaining Action

Developing an 
action agenda

Implementing the
agenda based on 
achievable milestones

Building Temporary
Capacity

Voluntary coalition

Multisector
collaborations

Augmented
organizations

Formalizing Capacity

Broadening networks
within and beyond
the region

Institutionalization

Creating new
organizations

Formalizing
agreements (MOUs)

Establishing a new
regional nonprofit

Stages of Development
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Organization Mission Statement Membership strategic Initiatives

Mobile United

P.O. Box 1243
Mobile, AL 36633

Serves Mobile and 
Boldwin Counties

A diverse leadership
forum dedicated to improving
the community by deliberating
public issues and encouraging
action when appropriate.

200 leaders from the 
public and private sectors
with a 35-member steering
committee (Board of
Directors) and three 
paid staff.

Community problem-
solving activities (e.g.,
forums); community
resource development (e.g.,
Alabama Coastal Counties
handbook); community
leadership development; 
a two-county progress 
indicators study to support
the new regional vision.

San Francisco Planning 
& Urban Research
Association (1959)

312 Sutter Street, Suite 500
San Francisco, CA 94108
Web: www.spur.org

Serves San Francisco

A non-profit 
membership coalition that
develops innovative solutions
to urban problems and 
promotes good government.

About 1,500 individuals,
businesses, activists 
and government 
representatives.

Position papers; 150 
educational forums per
year; ballot analyses; a
monthly newsletter; a web
site and annual awards for
excellence in government
management.

Jacksonville Community
Council, Inc. (1975)

2434 Atlantic Blvd., #100
Jacksonville, FL 32207
Web: www.jcci.org

Serves Jacksonville Region

Seeking to improve the
quality of life in Northeast
Florida by positive change
resulting from the informed
participation of citizens in
community life, through open
dialogue, impartial research,
and consensus building.

500 members reflecting 
the diversity of Jacksonville
and Northeast Florida’s 
population; ex-officio 
membership of 100 local
elected and appointed 
officials; 50 sustaining 
corporate memberships.

Major citizen-based
studies of community issues;
annual Quality of Life 
indicators update; staffing
for Human Services council;
annual Community Agenda
of human-services indicators
update; training and 
facilitation in community
and neighborhood conflict
resolution.
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Regional Leadership
Foundation, Inc. (1994)

3715 Northside Parkway
Suite 300
Atlanta, GA 30327
Web: www.rlfatlanta.org

Serves the Atlanta
Metropolitan Region

To provide leadership 
and education and to develop
and promote a process for
positive change in the Metro
Atlanta region.

200 members are primarily
graduates of the Regional
Leadership Institute.
Graduates of other local 
leadership development 
programs, as well as the 
general and corporate public.

Lead organization in
LINK program and in
regional benchmarking 
project; semi-annual 
conferences on issues of
regional concern; partner
with Metropolitan Foundation
to support and encourage
community-based leadership
programs.
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Metropolitan Planning
Council (1934)

25 East Washington
16th Floor
Chicago, IL 60602
Web: www.metroplanning.org

Serves the Chicago
Metropolitan Area

To work in the
public interest to help achieve
public policy and planning
that supports a vital Chicago
region. 

60-member Board of
Governors (business, 
academic, not-for-profit);
150+ committee volunteers,
600 members representing
corporations and individuals.

Research public
policy and advocate
changes that affect the 
six-county Chicago region.
Focus is on land use, 
transportation, housing 
and fiscal policies. Services
include publications, public
forums, media alerts and
other events.
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Central Indiana Regional
Citizens League (1997)

3901 North Meridan Street
Suite 230 
Indianapolis, IN 46208
Web: www.circl.org

Serves the Central Region 
of Indiana

Brings together Central
Indiana citizens to consider
regionwide issues, propose
thoughtful and creative 
solutions, and introduce 
them into public debate.

More than 200 members 
representing groups/
organizations as well as 
individuals, and family 
memberships in the 
10-county region.

Cooperative 
transportation, land  
use, infrastructure and 
environmental planning;
youth and education; 
government responsiveness
and public/private 
partnerships and 
cooperation; valuing diversity;
restoring community spirit;
and creating a common
vision for the region.

Community Action of
Greater Indianapolis, Inc.
(1964)

2445 North Meridian Street
Indianapolis, IN 46208 
Web: www.cagi-in.org

Serves Marion, Boone,
Hamilton, and Hendricks
Counties

Diversifying the 
organization’s funding 
base through creative 
collaborations with the 
private and public sectors 
to maximize efficiency.
Realizing quantifiable and
qualitative outcomes for
interventions with clients.

21 board members with
seven representatives each in
the Community, Private, and
Public sectors.

Metropolitan Affairs
Coalition (1945)

660 Plaza Drive, Suite 1901
Detroit, MI 48226
Web: www.mac-web.org

Serves the Detroit area

A regional 
leadership coalition of 
business, labor and 
government, through which
the public and private sectors
confront public policy issues
affecting the economic vitality
of Southeast Michigan.

45 board members 
composed of key leaders
from business, labor and
Government of Greater
Detroit.

Problem-solving on
issues such as intergovern-
mental cooperation, public 
transportation, and chronic
joblessness.

Environment Economic
Development

Social Equity Visions Indicators Research Leadership
Training

K
E

Y

Helps elderly, disabled, and
low income families – as well
as individuals – in urban and
rural areas through services
including energy assistance,
child development, youth
services, information and
referral, weatherization and
housing services.

Central Carolina Choices
(1997)

1043 East Morehead Street
Suite 203
Charlotte, NC 28204
Web: www.ccchoices.org

Serves the Charlotte
Metropolitan Region

To engage citizens
in shaping a shared vision
through fostering 
collaboration on common
concerns and opportunities
striving towards a sustainable
quality of life.

30-member governing
board representing 
8 counties.

To implement a citizens
congress (The Citizens
Forum) utilizing the 
principles of consensus
democracy in order to survey
(using The CitizenNet 
electronic network) and
identify the top five issues 
of importance to the region.
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North Dakota Consensus
Council, Inc. (1990)

1003 Interstate Avenue
Suite 7
Bismarck, ND 58501
Web: www.agree.org

Serves the Bismark area

To North Dakota’s public 
life, provides supplemental
forums and assistance with
which leaders and citizens
can explore common 
ground and identify ways to
implement the resulting
agreements.

The process 
may include forums for 
discussion among leaders,
non-partisan research, 
conversations among 
citizens and leaders, and
preparation of practical
vehicles for implementing
agreements.
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Citizens League of Greater
Cleveland (1896)

1331 Euclid Avenue,
Cleveland, OH 44115
Web: www.citizensleague.org

Serves Cleveland, primarily
Cuyahoga County

To monitor and improve
the performance of 
government in the region
through active citizen
involvements affiliated with
the Citizens League Research
Institute.

Approximately 2000 
individuals and 1500 
additional government 
and corporate members
through the Citizens
League Research Institute.

Government 
performance, and finance
and structure. Publications
include annual Public Officials
Directory, quarterly magazine,
Citizen Participation, election 
bulletins, public policy
forums, budget manuals,
and technical assistance.

Citizens League of Lorain
County (1995)

1875 North Ridge Road East
Suite B
Lorain, OH 44055
Phone: 440.240.1980

Serves Lorain County

To increase the number 
and diversity of citizens 
who take an active role in 
the recognition of current
community problems and
issues of concern.

Individuals, nonprofit
organizations, businesses.

A non-partisan
Voters Guide and candidate
forums for each election;
and annual Meet Your
Elected Officials event;
newsletter; a series of public
forums on public education.

City Club of Portland
(1916)

317 SW Alder, Suite 1050
Portland, OR 97204
Web: www.pdxcityclub.org

Serves Portland

To inform its members
and the community in public 
matters and to arouse in
them a realization of the 
obligations of citizenship

Over 1400 members 
representing a cross-section 
of people in business,
Government, social services,
and other professions, who
are committed to making 
a positive difference.
Membership is open to all.

Community 
service, public affairs, and
leadership development;
weekly Friday Forums, 
citizen-based research
reports, special programs,
and issue committees.O
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N Eugene/Springfield
Metropolitan Partnership,
Inc. (1985)

44 W. Broadway, Suite 203
Eugene, OR 97401
Web: www.esmp.com

Providing leadership for
the economic development
efforts in Eugene/Springfield
and throughout Lane County;
fostering business investment,
which creates job opportunities
and a more diverse and stable
economy.

44 member board 
composed of mayors county
commissioners and a
diverse group of business,
civic and labor leaders. 

Business assistance
services for local companies;
information and siting 
assistance to companies
seeking to relocate to 
Lane County; strategic 
planning for economic
growth and stability.
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Greater Philadelphia First

1818 Market Street 
Suite 3510
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Phone: 215.575.2200
Web: www.gpfirst.com

Serves Philadelphia

To advocate for the Greater
Philadelphia region as one of
the nation’s leading centers of
knowledge where knowledge,
industries and their workers
can prosper.

Strengthen and grow
the region’s supply of smart
workers; enhance the 
entrepreneurial capacity of
the region’s governments
and foster collaboration;
promote and support 
infrastructure and amenities
conducive to the needs of
knowledge industries and
their workers.

55 member board consisting
of CEOs from the Philadelphia
regions’s major corporations
and nonprofit organizations.
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North Texas Commission
(1971)

P.O. Box 610246, DFW
Airport, TX 75261
Web: www.ntc-dfw.org

Serves Dallas/Fort Worth 
and the 12-county CMSA of
North Texas

A nonprofit consortium 
of businesses, cities, counties,
chambers of commerce, 
economic development 
entities and higher education 
institutions to enhance and
promote the economic vitality
and quality of life of the
Dallas/Fort Worth area.

Approximately 400 
members. 80% businesses,
20% counties, cities, 
economic development
entities and higher 
education institutions.

Programs in: airport 
transportation, regional 
marketing, regional 
cooperation, surface 
transportation, clean air, 
and work force development.
Regional on-line marketing
information for members;
reports and studies, and 
bimonthly newsletter.

Municipal League of 
King County (1910)

810 Third Avenue, Suite 224
Seattle, WA 98104-1651
Web: www.munileague.org

Serves King County

To promote good 
government that is open,
effective and accountable in
order to improve the caliber
of public officials and the
quality of public decisions; to
identify and efficiently solve 
community problems and
reach its goals through active
and broad-based participation
of citizens in government.

654 individuals, 
85 corporations and a 
30-member Board of
Trustees

Rates candidates and
takes a position on issues 
of regional importance; 
publishes a monthly
newsletter, presents a 
contest for high school
youth entitled Civic Scholar;
cosponsors a Capital
Finance Review Board 
analyzing soundness of 
fiscal policy; provide public 
information on elections.
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N Sustainable Seattle (1992)

514 Minor Avenue
Seattle, WA 98109
Web:
www.sustainableseattle.org

Serves the Seattle 
Metropolitan Region

To protect and improve the
area’s long-term health 
and vitality by applying 
sustainability to the links
between economic prosperity,
environmental vitality, and
social equity; advocate for
sustainability in Seattle/
King County.

Core volunteers represent a
wide spectrum of community
life: civic and social activists,
students, business people,
local officials, workers and
professionals, religious 
leaders, educators, scientists,
and artists.

Catalyst and 
participant in developing
indicators for the King
County Growth Management
Plan; facilitated roundtable
discussions and workshops
on sustainable development
with neighborhoods, 
businesses, public policy
makers, and civic groups.

Activities/StrategiesMission
Environment Economic

Development
Social Equity Visions Indicators Research Leadership

Training

K
E

Y
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Bay Area Council in San Francisco 
200 Pine Street, Suite 300 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
Web: www.bayareacouncil.org 

EcoCity Cleveland 
2841 Scarborough Road
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118 
Web: www.ecocitycleveland.org 

Great Valley Center 
911 13th Street 
Modesto, CA 95354 
Web: www.greatvalley.org 

Greater Baltimore Committee 
111 South Calvert Street, Suite 1700 
Baltimore, MD 21202 
Web: www.gbc.org 

Highlands Coalition 
P.O. Box 118 
Titusville, NJ 08560 
Web: www.highlandscoalition.org 

Joint Venture: Silicon Valley Network
84 West Santa Clara Street, Suite 440
San Jose, CA 95113-1605
Web: www.jointventure.org/

Northeast Ohio First Suburbs Consortium 
Cleveland, OH
Web: www.firstsuburbs.org/neohio 

Regional Plan Association 
4 Irving Place, 7th floor 
New York, NY 10007 
Web: www.rpa.org 

Santa Ana River Watershed Group 
Santa Ana, CA 
Web: www.sarwg.org 

South Florida Regional Planning Council 
3440 Hollywood Boulevard, Suite 140 
Hollywood, FL 33021 
Web: www.sfrpc.com 

Treasure Valley Partnership 
P.O. Box 140176 
Garden City, ID 83714 
Web: www.treasurevalleypartners.org 

Vision 2020 Task Force 
88 Broadway 
Taunton, MA 02780 
Web: www.semassachusetts.org
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A B O U T
the Lincoln Institute

The Lincoln Institute of Land Policy is a nonprofit and

tax-exempt educational institution established in 1974.

Its mission as a school is to study and teach land policy,

including land economics and land taxation. The

Institute is supported by the Lincoln Foundation, 

established in 1947 by John C. Lincoln, a Cleveland

industrialist who drew inspiration from the ideas of

Henry George, the nineteenth-century American 

political economist and social philosopher.

Integrating the theory and practice of land policy and

understanding the multidisciplinary forces that influence

it are the major goals of the Lincoln Institute. Through

its curriculum development, courses, conferences and

publications, the Lincoln Institute seeks to improve the

quality of debate and disseminate knowledge about 

critical land policy and taxation issues. 

The Institute does not take a particular point of view,

but rather brings together scholars, policymakers and

citizens with a variety of backgrounds and experience 

to study, reflect and exchange insights on land and tax

policies. The Institute’s objective is to have an impact—

to make a difference today and to help policy makers

plan for tomorrow. The Institute is an equal opportunity

institution in employment and admissions.

Please visit our website (www.lincolninst.edu) to

order copies of this report and other Lincoln

Institute publications. Contact the Institute by

email or phone for information on discount prices

for bookstores and multiple-copy orders. 

Web
www.lincolninst.edu

Email
help@lincolninst.edu

Phone
800.LAND.USE (800.526.3873) or 
617.661.3016 x 127

Fax
800.LAND.944 (800.526.3944) or 
617.661.7235

Mail 
Lincoln Institute of Land Policy
Information Services
113 Brattle Street
Cambridge, MA 02138-3400
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